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caust, from the Nazi Machtvergreifung (seizure of power) in 1933 until the aftermath of the Third Reich’s collapse in 1945. We hope to include also items that view the extermination of European Jewry from a Nazi perspective—primarily articles in official journals, pamphlets, and books published by the involved governmental agencies. These items have not been cataloged previously; indeed most are unknown outside of a small circle of scholars.

Such a bibliography would afford scholars the opportunity to access bibliographic data in this field to an unprecedented degree, thereby widening the scope of Holocaust and related research and, perhaps, expanding the circle of those who have forsworn racial, religious, or ethnic hatred and are working to insure that history does not repeat itself.

Almost needless to say, this new project will require an even greater level of support from librarians than we have needed in the past. So even as we say thanks to the AJL, we put you on fair warning that the "Boys from Brooklyn" will be roaming your libraries shortly. And we are confident that we’ll have your full support.

As we were going to press, we learned that Hershel Edelheit passed away. —Ed.

Guidelines for Reviewers

Shimeon Brisman, Editor, APPROBATIONS

Book reviews are expected to include descriptions, evaluations, and critical comments (preferably in this order).

The descriptive part should acquaint the reader sufficiently with both the purpose and contents of the work. Data about the author, or additional information about the work (part of a series, illustrations, etc.), may be included in this part.

The evaluation of the material should consist of an objective examination of the contents, a spot-checking of sources, and summarization of findings (whether the work meets the stated objectives of the author, whether the work meets scholarly standards, etc.). Critical comments pertaining to the technical aspects of the work (arrangement of material, order of chapters, bibliography, etc.) may be included in this section.

Basic criticism, including the reviewer’s opinions and final judgment of the work, should be relegated to the end of the review.

Note to publishers: Monographs are not reviewed in the journal, nor are such books received listed. Judaica publications other than reference books, works of professional interest, and new periodicals should be sent to:

Association of Jewish Libraries
Newsletter
Irene Levin-Wixman, editor
5494A Palm Springs Lane
Boynton Beach, FL 33437

Reference Books Received

The winner of the 1993 AJL Bibliography Award is Robert Singerman for his Spanish & Portuguese Jewry: A Classified Bibliography.


The following books of reference value were recently received. Some of them may be reviewed in a future issue of Judaica Librarianship.


